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WVD helps us to manage the virtual machine desktop and application as a virtualization platform. 
WVD is an Azure service, and it’s developed for providing secure remote work. 
WVD supports (Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, and HTML5)

Source Image Reference: Microsoft

WINDOWS VIRTUAL DESKTOP
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Windows Virtual Desktop – Service Architecture



While creating the WVD host pool, you can select the windows multi-session images, or else you 
can use the hardened OS images as per your organization’s security standards to meet your 
requirements and these images are placed in the image gallery.
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END TO END SECURITY FOR YOUR VIRTUAL DESKTOPS

SECURING OS IMAGES

Enable Multifactor Authentication and Conditional Access
Azure AD must be configured by MFA to protect against credentials leaking, fishing attacks and to
ensure enabled conditional access to provide more security for user account login.

MEM Support for WVD Machines
Customers can integrate with the Windows Virtual Desktop for deploying Applications in a secure 
way, controlling devices, efficiently deploying their deployments, and accelerating the move to a 
secure remote work solution.

Session Host has a number of virtual machines inside the Azure subscription and VNET, and also as 
part of the host pool. To keep the Session host more secure, it requires updates in a timely manner.

Enable Microsoft-Defender ATP
To ensure all the information inside your Virtual Machines is secure and comes with the additional 
feature named Next Generation Anti-Virus, which is enabled by default.
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Enable Endpoint Detection and response
To secure the deployment from the software, ensure endpoint protection is enabled in all the 
session hosts.

Note: For Antivirus, the existing E3 license is enough, but to enable EDR it requires an E5 license.
Kindly install an endpoint detection and response (EDR) to get advanced detection and response 
capabilities. 

Server operating systems, you can integrate or enable this with the Azure Security Center, 
as well as by installing an EDR product.

Client operating systems, you can install Defender ATP or other third-party tools to 
endpoints.

Threat Vulnerability Management 
Threat Vulnerability helps to find the software vulnerabilities, which exist in the operating system
and applications to make a secure environment. Azure security center will help you analyze the 
vulnerabilities caused by the operating systems and use Defender ATP for your desktop operating 
system to manage the threat and vulnerability.

Patch Software Vulnerabilities
Ensure all Virtual machines are up to date and also ensure security updates are installed or 
re-deployed using the latest gallery image (Microsoft updates gallery image every month on 
Tuesday).

Group Policies 
Once the WVD host pool has joined AD, then you have full control over group policy options, and 
you can also enforce the policies through the GPO. 

AppLocker
It helps you control the apps and files which can be run by the users, and you can also create rules 
based on the file path and hash to provide more security.

Application Control
Similar to AppLocker but it provides control over which driver and application can run.
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APP SECURITY 



Reverse Connect
To setup RDP on WVD, we recommend not to configure any inbound ports however, 
the communication will happen through TCP (HTTPS).

NSG Firewall 
NGSs have a default route, and security can be controlled through the firewall itself. If it requires 
NSGs you can use them as default outbound ports such as TCP/UDP 53 – DNS, TCP 389 – LDAP, TCP 
445 – SMB, TCP 443 – HTTPS, and also recommends no need of inbound connectivity for WVD. 

NSG Firewall service tags 
you can limit the network traffic and WVD traffic with service tags.

Azure Firewall helps you lock your WVD environment and also filters the outbound traffic. 
Consider the Azure Firewall for application-level protection with the WVD FQDN tag. Outbound 
internet access should be provided for WVD service to operate properly which is required for end 
users. Virtual Machine created by you in the WVD has access to multiple Fully Qualified Domain 
Names (FQDNs) to function properly. Azure firewalls help to simplify the windows virtual desktop 
FQDN Tag configuration.

Azure Security Center
WVD infrastructure elements should be integrated into Azure Security Center for threat 
detection, patch management, security alerts, and Defender-ATP. Azure Security Center will save 
time and reduce costs and provide security monitoring solutions.
Azure Security Center will help us to:

• Manage vulnerabilities
• Boost up the overall security of the environment
If azure security center is integrated with azure sentinel, it acts as the replacement of SOC.

Enabling Azure Defender and Azure Security center
It offers threat and vulnerability management.

INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY

NETWORKING SECURITY
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Microsoft Information Protection (MIP) helps us to discover and protect sensitive 
information wherever it lives or is in transit. You can customize the policies to meet the 
security and compliances, and also it provides the functionality to discover sensitive 
information across locations such as devices, cloud services, etc.

Azure Disk Encryption for Windows VMs uses Windows’ BitLocker feature to provide 
full disk encryption of the OS disk and data disks, which helps to safeguard and protect 
your data.

DATA SECURITY
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Integration with SIEM solution-
It will keep records of all the operations in WVD. Security plays a key role in this; audit logs will be 
recorded using this. Following logs will be collected, which are mentioned below:
Azure Activity Log, Azure Active Directory Activity Log, Session hosts logs, Windows Virtual 
Desktop Diagnostic Log, Key Vault logs, Specific Application logs.

Integrate Azure Monitor with WVD
Integrating azure monitor provides features for monitoring the WVD infra and helps to detect and 
identify the issues in operation.

Secure Score
Provides the best practices and set of recommendations for improving security in the 
infrastructure. 
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